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This book has two objectives--to provide a comprehensive reference on using XML with Python; and to illustrate the practical applications of these technologies in an enterprise environment
with examples.
A first book for C programmers transitioning to C++, an object-oriented enhancement of the C programming language. Designed to get readers up to speed quickly, this book thoroughly
explains the important concepts and features and gives brief overviews of the rest of the language. Covers features common to all C++ compilers, including those on UNIX, Windows NT,
Windows, DOS, and Macs
This is the definitive guide to all Oracle utilities, and it is targeted at experienced Oracle professionals who need to perform powerful system-wide operating system internal operations on their
Oracle databases. The authors approach Oracle Utilities from a functional perspective, adding value by explaining the "why" and "how" for the use of all Oracle Utilities. This comprehensive
book includes details on all of the Oracle utilities, including experts-only sections on undocumented utilities, plus the Linux/UNIX utilities, Oracle command-line utilities, and the all-important
DBA package utilities. This indispensable book covers all areas of Oracle database administration and includes secrets for database migration (with Data Pump and SQL*Loader) and detailed
tips for using The Oracle OS utilities (e.g. BBED, dbv, orastack, orakill). The book also covers Oracle tuning utilities, including ADDM and the SQL tuning advisors as well as the traditional
command-line tuning utilities such as dbms_alert and dbms_xplan, tkprof and dbms_debug. This book is special because noted Oracle experts supplement the operational considerations of
Oracle utilities with expert insights and working scripts. The time savings from a single utility script is easily worth the price of this definitive book. This book is not for beginners. These are
powerful utilities to be used only by experienced DBAs and developers who need to perform powerful system-wide operating system internal operations on their Oracle databases.
A guide to Domino R5 covers database properties, access control, monitoring, configuring, server tasks, and Domino architecture, while explaining how to centrally modify client configuration
and interact with varied browser and non-Notes clients.
It's impossible to tune an Oracle database without understanding SQL tuning. Oracle is a SQL processing engine and the execution speed of any SQL query is influenced by many factors,
both internal and external. As a declarative data access method, SQL relies on the Oracle cost-based optimizer to always choose the "best" execution plan for every SQL query. However,
Oracle's SQL is among the most flexible and robust in the world, and along with this great power comes complexity. Tuning Oracle SQL is the single most important skill of any Oracle
professional, and Oracle professionals are challenged to create SQL statements that will support thousands of concurrent executions with sub-second response time. "Advanced Oracle SQL
Tuning" is a pragmatic treatment of Oracle SQL tuning, short on theory and big on real-world techniques and tips. This book is the culmination of the author's 25 years of full-time DBA
experience and he shares expert tips and secrets for hyper charging SQL execution speed. This book covers advanced topics and it is not appropriate for beginners, dilettantes or neophytes.
A guide for beginners offers an overview of JavaScript basics and explains how to create Web pages, identify browsers, and integrate sound, graphics, and animation into Web applications
One of Java's most striking claims is that it provides a secure programming environment. Yet despite endless discussion, few people understand precisely what Java's claims mean and how it
backs up those claims. If you're a developer, network administrator or anyone else who must understand or work with Java's security mechanisms, Java Security is the in-depth exploration
you need. Java Security, 2nd Edition, focuses on the basic platform features of Java that provide security--the class loader, the bytecode verifier, and the security manager--and recent
additions to Java that enhance this security model: digital signatures, security providers, and the access controller. The book covers the security model of Java 2, Version 1.3, which is
significantly different from that of Java 1.1. It has extensive coverage of the two new important security APIs: JAAS (Java Authentication and Authorization Service) and JSSE (Java Secure
Sockets Extension). Java Security, 2nd Edition, will give you a clear understanding of the architecture of Java's security model and how to use that model in both programming and
administration. The book is intended primarily for programmers who want to write secure Java applications. However, it is also an excellent resource for system and network administrators
who are interested in Java security, particularly those who are interested in assessing the risk of using Java and need to understand how the security model works in order to assess whether
or not Java meets their security needs.
A complete guide to SQL*Loader, a utility used to move data from external files into an Oracle database, offers step-by-step instruction in the various applications of SQL*Loader, providing a task-oriented
approach that covers the latest Oracle 8 and Oracle 8i features. Original. (Beginner/Intermediate)
One of the most important challenges faced by Oracle database administrators and Oracle developers is the need to tune SQL statements so that they execute efficiently. Poorly tuned SQL statements are
one of the leading causes of substandard database performance and poor response time. SQL statements that perform poorly result in frustration for users, and can even prevent a company from serving its
customers in a timely manner. In this book, Mark Gurry shares his in-depth knowledge of Oracle's SQL statement optimizers. Mark's knowledge is the result of many hard-fought tuning battles during his many
years of providing Oracle tuning services to clients. Mark provides insights into the workings of the rule-based optimizer that go well beyond what the rules tell you. Mark also provides solutions to many
common problems that occur with both the rule-based and cost-based optimizers. In addition to the specific problem/solution scenarios for the optimizers, Mark provides a number of handy SQL tuning tips.
He discusses the various optimizer hints, telling you when they can be used to good effect. Finally, Mark discusses the use of the DBMS_STATS package to manage database statistics, and the use of
outlines to specify execution plans for SQL statements in third-party applications that you can't otherwise modify.
Exim is the default mail transport agent installed on some Linux systems; it runs on many versions of Unix and is suitable for any TCP/IP network with any combination of hosts and end-user mail software.
This official guide is written by Philip Hazel, the creator of Exim.
Applying revision control system and source code control system.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Conference on Data Mining and Big Data, DMBD 2018, held in Shanghai, China, in June 2018. The 74 papers presented in this
volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 126 submissions. They are organized in topical sections named: database, data preprocessing, matrix factorization, data analysis, visualization, visibility
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analysis, clustering, prediction, classification, pattern discovery, text mining and knowledge management, recommendation system in social media, deep learning, big data, Industry 4.0, practical applications
This book is composed of a selection of articles from The 2021 World Conference on Information Systems and Technologies (WorldCIST'21), held online between 30 and 31 of March and 1 and 2 of April
2021 at Hangra de Heroismo, Terceira Island, Azores, Portugal. WorldCIST is a global forum for researchers and practitioners to present and discuss recent results and innovations, current trends,
professional experiences and challenges of modern information systems and technologies research, together with their technological development and applications. The main topics covered are: A)
Information and Knowledge Management; B) Organizational Models and Information Systems; C) Software and Systems Modeling; D) Software Systems, Architectures, Applications and Tools; E) Multimedia
Systems and Applications; F) Computer Networks, Mobility and Pervasive Systems; G) Intelligent and Decision Support Systems; H) Big Data Analytics and Applications; I) Human-computer Interaction; J)
Ethics, Computers & Security; K) Health Informatics; L) Information Technologies in Education; M) Information Technologies in Radiocommunications; N) Technologies for Biomedical Applications.
Ihre Daten erdrücken Sie? Ihre Tabellen verheddern sich regelmäßig? Wir haben ein Mittel, wie Sie Ihre Datenbanken in den Griff bekommen: SQL von Kopf bis Fuß nimmt Sie mit auf eine Reise durch die
SQL-Welt, es geleitet Sie von einfachen INSERT-Anweisungen und SELECT-Abfragen zu knallharten Datenbank-Manipulationen mit Indizes, Joins und Transaktionen. Erwarten Sie dennoch Spaß, gehen
Sie davon aus, etwas zu lernen, und machen Sie sich darauf gefasst, dass Sie Ihre Daten wie ein Profi abfragen, normalisieren und verknüpfen werden, noch bevor Sie dieses Buch ausgelesen haben. SQL
von Kopf bis Fuß ist in einem visuell abwechslungsreichen Format gestaltet, das sich an den neuesten Forschungsergebnissen aus Kognitionswissenschaft und Lerntheorie orientiert und Ihnen das Lernen so
einfach wie möglich machen soll. Das Buch bietet Ihnen ein unterhaltsames Lernerlebnis und spielt Ihnen SQL direkt ins Hirn - und zwar so, dass es sitzt.

An Expert Guide for Solving Complex Oracle Database Problems Oracle Database Problem Solving and Troubleshooting Handbook delivers comprehensive, practical, and up-to-date advice
for running the Oracle Database reliably and efficiently in complex production environments. Seven leading Oracle experts have brought together an unmatched collection of proven solutions,
hands-on examples, and step-by-step tips for Oracle Database 12c, 11g, and other recent versions of Oracle Database. Every solution is crafted to help experienced Oracle DBAs and DMAs
understand and fix serious problems as rapidly as possible. The authors cover LOB segments, UNDO tablespaces, high GC buffer wait events, poor query response times, latch contention,
indexing, XA distributed transactions, RMAN backup/recovery, and much more. They also offer in-depth coverage of a wide range of topics, including DDL optimization, VLDB tuning, database
forensics, adaptive cursor sharing, data pumps, data migration, SSDs, indexes, and how to go about fixing Oracle RAC problems. Learn how to Choose the quickest path to solve high-impact
problems Use modern best practices to make your day more efficient and predictable Construct your “Call 9-1-1 plan” for future database emergencies Proactively perform maintenance to
improve your environment’s stability Save time with industry-standard tools and scripts Register your product at informit.com/register for convenient access to downloads, updates, and
corrections as they become available.
Targeted at Oracle professionals who need fast and accurate working examples of complex issues, Oracle In-focus books target specific areas of Oracle technology in a concise manner.
Plenty of working code is provided without a lot of theory, allowing database managers to solve their problems quickly without reviewing data that they already know. All code scripts are
available for instant download from a companion web site.
A guide to the failings of Windows 98 explains how to customize the system so as to avoid the inconvenience of software applications that overwrite file associations, repetitive warning
screens, and unused icons crowding the desktop
Digitale Korpora haben die Voraussetzungen, unter denen sich Wissenschaftler mit der Erforschung von Sprachphänomenen beschäftigen, fundamental verändert. Umfangreiche
Sammlungen geschriebener und gesprochener Sprache bilden mittlerweile die empirische Basis für mathematisch präzise Generalisierungen über zu beschreibende Wirklichkeitsausschnitte.
Das Datenmaterial ist hochkomplex und besteht neben den Rohtexten aus diversen linguistischen Annotationsebenen sowie außersprachlichen Metadaten. Als unmittelbare Folge stellt sich
die Konzeption adäquater Recherchelösungen als beträchtliche Herausforderung dar. Im vorliegenden Buch wird deshalb ein datenbankbasierter Ansatz vorgestellt, der sich der
Problematiken multidimensionaler Korpusrecherchen annimmt. Ausgehend von einer Charakterisierung der Anforderungsmerkmale linguistisch motivierter Suchen werden Speicherungs- und
Abfragestrategien für mehrfach annotierte Korpora entwickelt und anhand eines linguistischen Anforderungskatalogs evaluiert. Ein Schwerpunkt liegt dabei in der Einführung
problemorientierter Segmentierung und Parallelisierung.
This is written for system administrators who may not have the time to learn about Slash by reading the source code. It collects all the current Slash knowledge from the code, Website and
mailing lists and organizes it into a coherent package.
Successfully meeting the challenges of combining VMware and Oracle, this comprehensive reference provides a broad spectrum of technological recommendations that demonstrate how to
reliably and consistently achieve optimal configuration and maximum performance for any virtualized Oracle database scenario. The guide includes the best practices for virtualized servers,
suggested virtualization server configuration, and recommendations for client operating system configuration for Oracle in a virtualized world. With real-world examples and highly applicable
advice, this handbook also details the complexities of designing, configuring, maintaining, and tuning Oracle database deployments, making it a complete compendium for keeping virtualized
Oracle databases in top form.
Software -- Operating Systems.

For Oracle tuning professionals wishing to add more tools to their Oracle tuning toolbox, this guidebook introduces the various tuning analytical tools and helpful strategies to
make the database easier to use. Details describe how to extract information from the database and use it to determine and increase efficiency. It also provides specific steps
with detailed information on how to congeal large amounts of database performance information into one pool from which the DBA can carefully choose tuning options based on
what is predicted, all to give them the biggest improvement in performance for the least time and money investment. Sample code, sample code results, and guidelines on how to
interpret the results help users manipulate code in an effective way. With countless hints, tips, and tools, the guide fully explains how to work with the Oracle system on order to
achieve database performance excellence.
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Provides information on ways to achieve high performance from PL/SQL.
This is a desktop reference to SCO UNIX and Open Desktop. It contains commands and options, plus descriptions and examples that put the commands in context.
Discusses the command line SQL and PL/SQL language interface and reporting tool, providing information about its syntax and format elements.
The Oracle SQLPlus Pocket Reference is a must-have for anyone working with Oracle databases, especially those looking to maximize the effectiveness of SQLPlus. As Oracle's
long-standing interactive query tool, SQLPlus is available at every Oracle site, from the largest data warehouse to the smallest single-user system. Despite its wide use, however,
SQLPlus is still often not completely understood or fully utilized.Database administrators and developers alike will therefore find the Oracle SQLPlus Pocket Reference to be
extremely beneficial. In addition to summarizing all of the SQLPlus syntax and format options, including new Oracle Database 10g features, this handy, on-the-job guide
specifically shows readers how to: Differentiate between SQL and SQLPlus Interact with SQLPlus from both the command line and the web browser Select, insert, update, and
delete data Format both text and HTML reports with SQLPlus Specify SQLPlus commands and format elements Tune SQL queries The new third edition of this book has been
updated for Oracle Database 10g to include information on both SQLPlus and SQL. New SQL information includes the SELECT statement's new MODEL clause, flashback
queries, partition outer joins, and DBMS_XPLAN.With its quick-reference format and compact size, the Oracle SQLPlus Pocket Reference follows in the long line of successful
"pocket references" offered by O'Reilly. It also serves as the ideal companion to O'Reilly's larger, more comprehensive book on SQLPlus, the bestselling Oracle SQLPlus: The
Definitive Guide.Author Jonathan Gennick is an editor for O'Reilly specializing in database and programming titles, having amassed some 17 years of programming and database
management experience.
A poorly performing database application not only costs users time, but also has an impact on other applications running on the same computer or the same network. SQL
Tuning provides an essential next step for SQL developers and database administrators who want to extend their SQL tuning expertise and get the most from their database
applications.There are two basic issues to focus on when tuning SQL: how to find and interpret the execution plan of an SQL statement and how to change SQL to get a specific
alternate execution plan. SQL Tuning provides answers to these questions and addresses a third issue that's even more important: how to find the optimal execution plan for the
query to use.Author Dan Tow outlines a timesaving method he's developed for finding the optimum execution plan--rapidly and systematically--regardless of the complexity of the
SQL or the database platform being used. You'll learn how to understand and control SQL execution plans and how to diagram SQL queries to deduce the best execution plan
for a query. Key chapters in the book include exercises to reinforce the concepts you've learned. SQL Tuning concludes by addressing special concerns and unique solutions to
"unsolvable problems."Whether you are a programmer who develops SQL-based applications or a database administrator or other who troubleshoots poorly tuned applications,
SQL Tuning will arm you with a reliable and deterministic method for tuning your SQL queries to gain optimal performance.
Explains how to configure Windows Me for maximum control and flexibility, avoid the Home Networking and System Restore wizard, and use Windows Script Host to eliminate
annoyances.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML), for the first time in the history of systems engineering, gives practitioners a common language. This concise quick reference explains how to use each
component of the language, including its extension mechanisms and the Object Constraint Language (OCL). A tutorial with realistic examples brings those new to the UML quickly up to speed.
SQL kann Spaß machen! Es ist ein erhebendes Gefühl, eine verworrene Datenmanipulation oder einen komplizierten Report mit einer einzigen Anweisung zu bewältigen und so einen Haufen
Arbeit vom Tisch zu bekommen. Einführung in SQL bietet einen frischen Blick auf die Sprache, deren Grundlagen jeder Entwickler beherrschen muss. Die aktualisierte 2. Auflage deckt die
Versionen MySQL 6.0, Oracle 11g und Microsoft SQL Server 2008 ab. Außerdem enthält sie neue Kapitel zu Views und Metadaten. SQL-Basics - in null Komma nichts durchstarten: Mit
diesem leicht verständlichen Tutorial können Sie SQL systematisch und gründlich lernen, ohne sich zu langweilen. Es führt Sie rasch durch die Basics der Sprache und vermittelt darüber
hinaus eine Reihe von häufig genutzten fortgeschrittenen Features. Mehr aus SQL-Befehlen herausholen: Alan Beaulieu will mehr vermitteln als die simple Anwendung von SQL-Befehlen: Er
legt Wert auf ein tiefes Verständnis der SQL-Features und behandelt daher auch den Umgang mit Mengen, Abfragen innerhalb von Abfragen oder die überaus nützlichen eingebauten
Funktionen von SQL. Die MySQL-Beispieldatenbank: Es gibt zwar viele Datenbankprodukte auf dem Markt, aber welches wäre zum Erlernen von SQL besser geeignet als MySQL, das weit
verbreitete relationale Datenbanksystem? Der Autor hilft Ihnen, eine MySQL-Datenbank anzulegen, und nutzt diese für die Beispiele in diesem Buch. Übungen mit Lösungen: Zu jedem Thema
finden Sie im Buch gut durchdachte Übungen mit Lösungen. So ist sichergestellt, dass Sie schnell Erfolgserlebnisse haben und das Gelernte auch praktisch umsetzen können.
This book is a complete programmer's guid to the X library, which is the lowest level of programming interface to X. It includes chapters on:
Oracle TuningThe Definitive ReferenceRampant TechPress
The new Oracle Application Server offers a wide range of functionality, including Java runtime and development tools, portal development tools, business intelligence, single sign-on identify
management, and much more. It's so powerful and complex, in fact, that many people who use the product (or are considering using it) are familiar with only a portion of the entire range of its
capabilities. The choices can be overwhelming. Few people grasp how the larger issues--such as the interplay between components or the various architectural choices in the product--play
out in the Oracle Application Server. This new guide provides the perfect introduction to the Oracle Application Server for users of any level. Regardless of which of the server's capabilities
you use, you'll benefit from this tightly focused, all-in-one technical overview. It's written for anyone who is concerned with using and managing web servers, doing Java development and
deployment, using Oracle's own tools--like Forms and Reports, using or developing for Oracle Portal, or those who use and administer business intelligence, mobile or integration software.
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Divided into three concise sections, the book covers server basics, core components, and server functionality. The book leads with the history of Oracle Application Server, its architecture,
management, standards, and third-party support for languages and tools such as Java, Perl, and HTTP. The next section covers Oracle's web server, containers for Java web caching, and the
server's security features. And finally, the book discusses HTML development, Java development, and Oracle development. Although the book refers mainly to Oracle Application Server 10g,
the authors also describe features in earlier product releases where necessary, particularly Oracle9i Application Server. More comprehensible than a large reference and more detailed than a
primer, the book provides a foundation for understanding and using Oracle Application Server effectively and efficiently. Readers concentrate on the most important issues and components of
the server, focusing primarily on principles rather than syntax. Designed to be the ideal first OracleAS book, Oracle Application Server 10g Essentials offers Oracle application developers and
administrators everything they need to know about this powerful server.
Dieses Lehrbuch gibt einen fundierten Einblick sowohl in die Architektur und Entwicklung eines Data-Warehouse-Systems als auch in den gesamten Ablauf des Data-Warehouse-Prozesses vom Laden der Daten bis zu deren Auswertung. Der Schwerpunkt liegt auf den Datenbanken und deren Konzeption, Modellierung und Optimierung. Die Autoren zeigen u. a.
betriebswirtschaftliche Einsatzbereiche sowie wissenschaftliche und technische Anwendungsgebiete auf und geben Hinweise für den Aufbau und die Wartung eines Data-WarehouseSystems. Begriffsdefinitionen und ein durchgängiges Anwendungsbeispiel ermöglichen dem Leser einen umfassenden Einblick in das Thema. Praxisbeispiele von Data-Warehouse-Projekten
vermitteln darüber hinaus Erfahrungen und zeigen potenzielle Fehlerquellen auf. Die 4. Auflage wurde grundlegend überarbeitet. Neue bzw. erweiterte Themen sind u.a. Datenschutz, OpenSource-Software, agile Methoden (Scrum), Requirements Engineering, BICC (Business Intelligence Competency Center).
A practical handbook for computer network administrators focusing on routers, which connect the various pieces of a network. The text discusses everyday issues such as selecting routing
protocols and configuring them to handle most common situations.
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